How To Make A Pigeon

Step #1
First, you make 2 circles.

Step #2
Make an eye.

(Did not photocopy from student work)

Step #3
Make a beak.

Step #4
Make the neck and color.

Now make a circle angle.

Draw two lines down for pigeon legs and make two upside down “V’s” for his tops.

Make one more letter V for his wing.

Yah! Yah! You make a pigeon!

The writer chose a topic in which she could teach others.

The writer included a title that named the topic.

The writer used precise words and pictures to teach the reader.

The writer's steps are in sequential order and used the words "step".

The writer stretched each word out by putting down all the sounds s/he heard (see student sample).

The writer had a sense of closure.
Title: How to make a Pigeon

Name: [Redacted]

Step #1

First you make 2 circles.
Step #3

Make a bear

Step #4

Make the neck neka and coin.
Now make a circle.
Draw two lines down for Pigeon's legs. And make two upside down "V's" for his toes.

Make one more letter "V" for his wing.
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